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Pi &Militia 

The aloof the pejo* aces to set op and develop the 

subject of MW aid Plasma Physics at the heiversity of Islamabad. 

In resent years the foloject Ms mood great inpertasse 
dee to mew possibilities of Its industrial and techaelegical applications*  
in gardeniar the possibility of ashieving Ceetrelled Theresencleer Feels, 

bodies to risks leasters. 

linforbestely this subject was met even is mistime ia 
this University and fir that matter amphora is the ceentry. 

We hue introduced this subject at NI.Sc. aced M.Phil. level. 
Indeed by mew the tattiest has been fully tecerperatod iota the *mashies 
prognosis of the Physics Department. The online if  the curses are 

seperatoll *Stacked* 

Sy low mere them 74 stets have doe their bJe. and MOW.. 
dearees4th credit is Plasma Physies. Do details are separately attached. 

The MRCS Laser Oft* bes started an M.AeIl. traihteg 

programme at the iimiverstly ter theft sew recruits. Sock *eines are 	e- 
larertly required to offer the subject of Plume Physics. 

(103M111; 
(a) 10144101 WES II A 111014911PONSIT MOT KAM. 

Professor ii.A.Assitid, lar.iiinsmar-Sehmis sad omit studied 
aselinear weed promotion to a bet, seilteleeless elem. consisting of 

electrons and fees. Mee &seemed that the plasma was embeended sad that theta 
was me ambient magnetic field. The model weed was Seltamene4luov equation 

egeetien) fn a Lereets true if referees* S In which the space-
depeedemes was *Helmeted. 

Me investigated treasverse waves fir the two casess(i)the wee 
applitede is smell se theta per stave eapeestem Cu be performed in 



terns el the amplitude. Triaged,. the series at an appropriate stage. 
a dispersion relation was obtained ttscerporating first-order een.lineer 

cis thin. Morons no restrictics on the temperature in this case. 

(ii) assoming that the Plana is se L extremely bet se emt tha to tutors 

effect can be treated as a stall sweeties to the cold plasma case. 

we determined a dispersion' palletise Asseribiag a wave of finite amplitude. 

In both eases the dispersim relation fellow* the patters of 

* oweempeeene alleetren plume with ions forming e backgrosmd 0 constant 
charge and current. we presented 04 results is a way that the elactrne mod 

ion effects stood ant separately* 

This work forms a paper which has been accepted far publication 

in the Journal of Physics A te1.12,la.7 (1177). 

(b) SOLITON AS A CONEAENT STAlf OF pima's. 

VIra .11 Ahmed artelf *tailed the eeliten-soletion - the special 

solution *f nonlinear dispersive sem tie* is which mou.linearity and 

dispersien bale** emit other se as to construct a constant profile 

relation. Such solutions seem to ploy as topertmet role is at tram of 

physics imaludieg plasma physics. 

In this reeard we tevesti tad a ate-dinemsienal ',harmonic WWI 

with Nrnperticles squally spaced ewer a finite kWh. For such a model with 

cubic sonlinearity. it has been shoo,  that the system satisfied a **linear 
differential aemetioa(calied gdy eirrafas)atich has a seliton solution. 
Sucha solatian is a Coherent state 0 phones. We have %Heti° souse relic 
this eencept for an ertitrary dipres of Nealinearity. 

Thieve* has beam written es Internal Report. 

Continued..... 



(s) Nr. lumani amd Br. &Aorta= studied the problem of Linden demote. of 
tremors* wares is the pregeoe* of a uniform magmetie field using Beltiessaw. 
Mops semetioa and aseemiag small explitmee waves. The effect of the 
mespotis field was introdueed thrush the etas 

where se is the distribution feactioa. The multi*, dispersive relation, 
Om the Landau dimply tone iscorpereting semiotics due to the proems* 
of the enfformmigmetie field* 

This work is is progress* 
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1. 
	 IITRODPrTION 

1 P0110Wing Clemmw (1 :?) , we studv nonlinear wave 

Propagation in a hot, colLisionless plasma consisting or olectr 

and ions. 1/e assume that the plasma is un!,ounded and that there 

is no ambient magnetic fir::16. the model used. is the Boltzmann-

Vlasov equation (s-V eauations) in a Lorentz frame of referenc-

S in which the maace-den,:ndnce is eliminated (3) 

'To investigate transverse waves for two cares, urine 

Perturbation technimne: 	ihn  the T,lasma i- not extremely 

hot so that the: temperature effect can he treater,  aq a small 

correction to the coldrlasma case and the amPlitude o' the 

wave is large. (ii) "her the wave amplitude,  is srnall and that 

there is no restriction an the temperature. In 'oth cases, the 

dispersion relations arc obtainer' and the results arc Presentc'l 

in a way that the f‘le.ction and ion effccts stand out sonaratel 

The plan of tl- PaPer in: qrrt3rin 2 prc9s-,ntq a m.,ner 

formulation of the prof le-al, Section 3 snce4 alises to transw_rs 

propagation and develop tY,e master Lquatinns (15) and (14). 

In suh-sectinn 3.1 	rocord the results for the cold plasm:,. 

The main results or thi- rarer arc in suh-sections 3.2 and 3.1 

def,cril:-ing the Airnersion ,-relations for stronm waves (i.e. lar 

amplitude) with first order temperature e"ect and for weak w 

(i.e. small amnlitu ) idth first orAer non-linear correction 

keeping temPerature arbitrarY 



3. 

2. 	 (74ENT711AL FOR' ULATION 

"1e consider S" as the laJ:Joratory frame in which the 

velocity of the wave it (1, 0, c/n) and !"; thn frame in which 

there is no pnaeo-eopeneence and Vlich ip moving with velocity 

(1, 0, nc) relatiyr tn 	(n -)eina the refractive index of 

the mreium). Al] our calcul tions will 
	

in frame S which 

cmn then hr transformel to frame 	with the heir of a Lorert7 

transformation. 

Dun to the a)--)sence of the srlatial denendence of the 
iS' 

Fields in frame 5, tlayvelloeuation imnlv that the maanctic 

ficld B is constant ane that the number denpitio7 of electrons 

an6 ions are eeual, sav N. Further, 	curl of 13 oriuT:Ition is 

.r :duce to 

-Co 
(1) 

We consider the snecial case 1 - 0. Then the relativistic 

9-V ceuations for electrons awl ions will he 

a
Df 

+ 	E • at 	mac — —a 
0. 	 (2.) 

Where u and ui  arc the reduced ielocitics of electrons an?. 

ions respectively, defined in tens of the oreinary velocitiar 

v and v.
1 
 by 

— 

Y v a —a 

 

Ya 

 

  



(71a 
X 	= mac 

who re 	= fie 00,4 q = —e 

(5) ( 	[1 	01 	A
T) 2 ]1  Pa  (u ) d'u a. —a 	- 

tl)
2 

a 

where 

4 . 

Also N fi4(ul,t) is the distribution function. Now. using; 

E mg —A and defining 

the B-V equation may be cxpressofl AS 

of 	 ac 

at
a + A A • 	a 

a — 	
0. 	 (3) 

—a 

These equations have a general solution 

fq  (u ,t) = Fa  (IIa 
 — as — A) 	

(A) 

where Fa 
 it An arbitrarr function of its argument; u a  - Xa — 

is — 1 -- 	tho aenerilizcO momentum. Now 
mac 

—es 

	

N ma c f 	F (u ,t) d'u 

	

J 	"1. 

Nc•ct,c Wel  
—7--  5T a — 

wherc. 

The eauation (1) ma7 thercforn 	rewritten as 

a  w 2 	v  
a•• 	a 

x 2 
A 	 0 

a a 

Lk- 

LTa  

Vs 



6. 

A is also a co-:- 	_. With constant A, the eauation (12) under 

appropriate initial conditions has a solution 

(/) = wt ; 	= Ty 
	 (13) 

and the caultion (10) reduces to the form 

or 
av 

W 2. (14) 

There is thus in S frame a monochromatic circularly polarized 

field of vector potential 

A = [A cos (wt) , A sin (wt), .Az1 

and 

= Aw[sin (wt) , - cos (wt), n] 

where A, Az ~.nd w satisfy the collations 

w2 av 

	

a 	_ 
7. 

	

.1F- 	- a a z 

W2 a 1 9V_ 
TT T -TTa = 	2. 

a 	a 

Transforming the results to the lz,.boratory frame S' again yi2.1ds 

a purely transverse circularly Polarized wave with velocity 

(0, 0, c/n) and angular frequency w'. The fields in the labora;:7- 

frame S' will be 

(15) 

(1.6) 



E En 
A. 	 (17) 

(1R) - n2)1/2  w'. 

7 .  

• E -  j sin[w-(1' - n 7"/c)], -cns[w"(t.' 	n z-/c)j, 

and 

n• x E - —c -
r.  

where the,  electric fielc ri.mnlitudes in 	p.nd S -  are r.,-Aated 

by 

The disporsin relati-m is obtained hv dotorminina w in term- 

A from (15) and (16) and then substituting it in 

E 

3.1 	Disnersinn Relatinn in C. ld Plasma 

The cold nlaElla results can hC r-)btained by takinc. 

anisotrnoic streaminc Cistril7utions, i.e. 

where 

F (u ) a —a 6(F,
a
) 6(n

a
) 6(c

a 
 - Il

an
) 	 (19) 

—ce (r, in a a a) 	= (P c'Is 0 	p 	,
a
1 

t 	a' a - 

(20.) 



and uao is the reduced streaming velocity' given by 

uae 

2  V ) -1/2  V 
= 	 - 

ao [ 	an 
c2 	

(10 an (21)  

The velocities uPO 	1 and u.0  are relateo through the 
momentum 

conservation eauation aq 

u1.0 + p ueo 	u 	(constant), 
p = —t 

M. 1 
(22)  

The function Va now takes a simpler form 

Va = [1 + A 2  42  + (uao  + Aa  A7)2]1/2  = Aa 
 (say) (23) 

so that 

av 1 	a 
l\ a a z 

L a  ; L 	 Xa Az ao (24) 

 

and 

1 ava 1 
Az 7 	= 
a. 

Now ciservind w2. = p w2  and 	Ai  = - p A , and osino entatinns 

W) and (25), the enuations (1,5) and (1F) become 

Le 	L i 
A - A 

and 

	

4. a_ 	= 	ill
2 

4) 2  e 	Ai 

(25) 

(2r) 

(27) 



Also 

L
a 	

(1 + ; 2  A');5  o 
fl 

where 

u 
0 

(1 + x 4 2 ) 1/2  + P(1 + X 2„, 42 ) 1/2  

Therefore 

(1 + X2 A 2  + L2) 

(1 + A Ci   
A 2)(J. + n2) 1  

Thug the disnersion rolation (27) 1)ccomes 

W2 

2 1 1  	 1.,] 	(31) 
(1 + n2)11 	1 4. A 2 42) 	(1 + X? O )' 

Note that the ionic contribution 	an-e,71rF 7ts an additivr 

term can h stanificant, ;:rnlec17'111)7 when thr Erirgitude of th(• 

wave is larrle. 

3.2 	Disnors3on Relation in flot plasma 
(First Ordcyr IThmroratur Correctin)  

tiniess the plaF -na is Pxtrrmely hot, wr may use a 

nerturbstion tPchnirme to calculate firgt order temnrraturc 

correction to the cold nla.:..ma rosalt of thr' prcwionn section. 

To do that, we firct transform tho cartcgian v.arilb1,-s of 

intearntjon in the exorossion of V 	 r to the frso 5" which i 
a 

 
Cla 

9. 

(23) 

(29) 

(3°) 



in. 

moving with velocity (r!, A, vno
) relltivi,  to fl And thrn exnanl 

the inteffrand as 	rower cric s. Th- 4.ir-t order correction 

obtained bytruncatinc- th(,  scrie t the' mulerAtic terms. 

Thr2 Lorli'ntz trane,formaUons r. 

v 
ru = E

a 
 

a . n" 	 a Da f C U  = Yan  [r, 	
an 

1( a ] 

where 

V 2 
a0 
(-42 

Y u  Yan (Y 	
r 

a 	' I 
a°  

Alto 

Ya Or,
a 	—7 ric" 

Y 	a 

Therefore 

dn u 
aaaa eF,a dn (-%

a 
• 

Furthor 

N 	F (r," ,n" 	) = N F (F. 	n , c cto ao a a a 	a a a a cc 

where N 	F 	is the ecluilibrium eir;tr ibutinn functinn in S'. ao an 	 a 
Aiso note tlot 

Na 	yao Nao 

ao 

and 

NT 



HY 
ct

r + 

C ci 	a Z 

►  
no y") + A A 1

2 
 

11. 

The expression forVa then becomcs 

V a 
	= ffi f, 	(F" 

	Ax ) 2  + (r1 + A a y) + 
2 

_ Co  

✓ao a -  C"]  
(r" n" 	") dr" (In" Or" 

ao 	a' a 	'a 	a 'a C 
(32) 

Now cxnandina t coefficient of F
ao 

in the intearPne 

as r,  flower series in r
a
", -" 

a
, 	and then nerformina integration 

	

, 	
a 

 

term by term, assumina F 	isotropic, re ohtain 

V 
a 	A + ,TC 	

ao 
	 an 
	 a 

At  I 1 	• 	(y 	+ 
(1 	t 	ao ao 	 a ) + 

1 - 	L' 
/%2 

0 	( 	 5Ar 

	

a , 	 a 

whore 

. 

©a = ill 
tru2 ,,,a , ,u2, 

.let 	
7,2% 	ek-u , n" or,” ,,(1.  / an 	a 	a 	a 

-m 

K T  
a 

in e 2  a 

Note that we have. truncltoi tbf: series 	thc aule,ratic toms, 

ignoring nighrr order_ eccr-7.ts. Also A
a  is the 7',ro or:lur term, 

which is the result oc-  the cold nlasma. Further, on difif ,rentiat .  

the orl.ution (33) %Ye ohtai% 

La) + 
1 D

a _ 
0  
a, 	

5 U 	 v. 
fl + y 	(Y ao aX- A

a - 	 ao ao a,  

3 (1  " U2 L2 ) 
aq  CI 

A2 
a 
(35) 

NMI 



+ 5u
an  La 	

1)L 

A 2  
a 

	

W
a

= 
L
a 	

e
a (- 5u 	+ 7a  - z 	A 

a 
	2A

a 
( an 

(3 F) 

pV 1 	a 

a 	z 

L 
n 0  
a a 

a 
 

3 7--{5u 
$2)(1 + 0.2) 	a") 

r, 

-4- 
(1 + Q 2 )(1 ► A .7 .4, 2)  V-)- 

0 511 
a a 2(1-4-A2 A2\l':(14.,2)37T 

1  

(i+n2)(1+ 	) 377  ) 

3 Si_ Eb yLan  -1)(1+Q2)•-;- 
3u2

^n   

(1+02 ) 	+ x 2  

u2  12) L 

A 4  
ao  a a 

a 

Sinec' the 	 corrct 	tr) the linelz 

terms in 0
a
, it is normis,,,V-,le to sutituto for A in the: 

co-officient of 9
a 

in the er,u-,tionq (3';) ,Ind (1r) thrn exnrcs-5.on 

given by c1,1  n),7v-m resuits i.e. crTIF,tinns (2P) .,Ind (30). Viith 

these annrnxi,17,tions, the- 	crmations becnrjo 

1 
W

n 	1 
K(T-T -TT - A

a 
- 7)a (17) 

)6. 

where 

7(1 + A 2  a 

(141'2 
 0

)(14-P 2 ) -?1,42- 5721-  

+ P 2  ) (1 



13. 

Now substitutina the abo re ermations in (15) and (16) 1,T! 

obtain 

-0 	 L 
A. 

+ n
e  0e 	I - 0. 0.) 

and 

P-- 	(P 	+ 	 ) 
A 	Ai e 	1-1 	i 

Th^ next' steno 1- to 	 no as to obtain co 

in terms of the arr,lituernF thr !,,xrr A 01-11,7. In thr circum-

stance that tbr Travcrs are larae 3rin11turin, this is achiowA 

souarina (44), usina (?) arrl continuina to T-ork only to 

the linear tcr7N,in 00. !`:tcr. 
 so' alarThra 	ohtrii.n 

(42) 

1 	P 
Ae + A. 

     

— 0,
1  0. 1  ) 

(1 + 2 	A 2 ) 	
x 2 ^ 2 ) 

whero 	haws assurier7  42  > 1 i.r., t1-' -771,r c- 	,:rona 1-71vm 

U5-7ing the colrl r1 P.FT1,7,  (-'..n , r:- sr7ion `or Li 	act 

+ XA 2) 	0(0 0
i  A, 	 i  

no that 

0 n. 
W

2 

= 	
1  

1(1 	2  /1'2)]'S 

 

+ T")  1 0 	 ( MA ) 
2 

 

 



The disnersion relation in " is ohtainfll 1-v using (1F3) 

  

.2  
6.1 

1- 
( 	4  

 

Qn. 

A  2 )15 
C 

PO 7e  

(1 + A 2A2) 
n 2 

( 	+ 

   

   

Whir e r 	171--  ev 

From th7, eNnrossinn of(4a  and ra,.it is evident that n. and. 

P can he larclo comnared to n anr1  P renr-ctivr1v. le nay 

thorlflre conclude that the ioni.c cnntrihrtions can he cigni-

ficant unless the ion-tcmnt:ratur is negliai!-11,  

3.3 	Disrerc.ion relation far r7-711,  Favor; T'i l'1 first  
Order. Iln-linear Corrr,(71-inn 

In this section wc,  tre,,t th^. 	 of th.7, "aim 

3s a smoll narameter, and th:7,n uso tho r.nrturbation tochniquo 

to determine-the disrersion r-rlati.pn incr-rroratjnq first 

non-line:1r corr:.ction 1-1,t the temr(2raturc in this casc is 

unrestricted. To ho cxrlicit, 4c rhnll expand 17a  in n^wers of 

A ane A lnd then truncatr th.- seriPs at terms r,f -order 43. 
37 	3'l 

With this:, `.la , we calculate its diccrontials 41  and w--2. 
Z 

then snlastituto them in ccuations (15) and (lr). That TIM 

the deairad disnorsion ralation. 

Pr)r convonionco we uso ths cylindrical nclnr 

-a u= (Pa cos 4a ,pcx  sin tha
,

a) and adnrt the ntati:m 

<11(0
a 
 , 6

a 	Ca  )> 	I n(0
( 	

th 	t
a
) F ua  ) d3u a -  
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= A o 	cns 2 
a + 2A

a  a 	i
1
v 2 
a 

A2 42 	0: 	cr,,s2 	(t) 	+ 	1 	A -2y4 	, x  An 
cr.,5 (2A 

a 	7 	r 2y4 	a 

A 2 	A 2 ) 5 	
-n3  A 3 	A 3  (49) 1y  6 	

p3
a 	

c c
a 

 L 	c\-  „, 
 

wherc we 11,7!vc! 	.n.ssumpd 

1.ssumntinn 

th'A.t
z 	

is• of *Mr 

truc fnr cold nllsmrl, 

42. Thin 

qecn 	fr7;,, 

thr collation (2P) ,,71(9. ir verificrl 	n7Ifttcri,Thrj fnr the hnt 

T 171sm 	(sec cr-713,7ttirpn51 ). 

Tionco, to the oro'r A 2  

	

Du
a 	

A
rt 

7\
z + 

A2 	/4..2 

7 	 CC  
A M 

	

An 7, 	- N Y 	 2,2 
a 	 ra 

(5'3) 

Herc wo ohscrir tha.t 

Ye 
> 

becluse from the conp.tion (1) , i t iq c10,-17 th-tt 

J. 
—C 

at 



• <, 

2y 
2 + 0 2 
	- 

-•" 

11 	r. 	30? 

2)1  (1  - 	
. 

i.e. 

Yr 
) 0.311 —1 . (u.) 

—1 

17 

x2  A2 
	(:, 

e 

Thcroforc thy. relrthinn (15) Ontrminics 

X
e 
 A 

Aim) -to the lrrlcr A 2, it is found that 

2 

1 2 A 	 ytx 
	yn.  

4p2  

 

A rt Az 

  

  

102 	n4 
-k [1  , 	- a 	1.5 " 	12  

A y 

 I k  A
rt 

 4 2  

a  

Now using (5.) rn(7. (52) in erustir-in (1r) 1,c-  e/t. 

(53) 

where 

Xf)  = 
e 



whore 

Y1 

3p2 u 2  3o? 
< 	(1 -   (1 	--)  

	

2y2 	 2y,  •e 	C 	1 -t- 

 

1
. 

	

+ n2 	 + n2 

	

"e 	 i 
> 

Ye 

	

3^2 	

9 + 	Y
P4 

u3 ) 	 15 Pi ). 

	

15 , 
4 	L— 	

3p? 
	I ,y 3 	Y‘? 	 YT 	8 y'1,e  

(55) 

Note that the cf.fects of the ionic motion st,ln,4  out in the 

co-efficint of u ane! taking p = 0 civcs th,7: olc! results of . 

the one-comoonent nlasma. 

In the frame S' thc f!isnersien relation takes the 

form: 

  

 

n2 = 1 — r(x - 7  Y A 2  A2) 
r) (5('). 
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The development of 	tmrt Pkysies began with lisear 

effects mad et first it seem mi that the objective of. for example, the 

theory of plums seefisement was to took for those ranges it 

physieellperemetors for whic4 the plasm world be stabler. Actually. is 
the rang* of stability the fields in the plume Is sat grew, and the 

application of the liesarapproximatiam is justified. however. 
research evestmelly divagated, at first by theory end sobseeseetty 

emperimeet, a continual cafe of mew pleas instabilities. As a 

result reseerchere bags* to maim that e plasma wee highly prole 
to become onstobto sad that ihe presume of %stabilities was its 

meat cherecteriatie *Wiest' as a stets of matter. It sees became 

clear that the sonlimear offActs were the meet %ported fetter is 
seepreheeding the "'steel poetesses to a per. 

Tory receetty there haA bean a sonsiderable edema fa the steely 

of mew-linear effects. but , of the problems teethed as are still 
far from the solution. and id  tft•  we here only genial *eluting* 

is WI. 	eed 24dridge tackled this problem free a mow 
aspect and %traduced a teehAique which see simplify the problem. 
Mee this totheique eallwithe epees tedepeedeat technieme - Meows 
worked OM moe-linoar wives i s cell plamme(1474) ied than cm rasa-limear 
wives In het electrum plasma (1975)a  assuming era sheens of ambient 
magmatic flail. w else as. the same tactility's amd worked for twe. 
comps...it hot plasm, await qf the absence of extensity applied ambfeet 
meeeetie field, and get the Aspersion relettems for different ,is. 

Continued... 
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This work weds to be esteeded further sees to iseeetisete 

effects to the dispersion relation of the preeeece of the ambient 

sesestie field. Seek as levestigatios sill be mere in limo with the 

reel physical sitmatfoso. 

Si far is work we have esefised ourselves to the study of 
*s tressverse wives. There is therefore', is obvious seed to *steed 
this work teissoitedieel wove* so aa to complete the solution of the 

problem', 
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et al
(1)  

 

Recently Ichikawa studied the cld 'recurrence 

problem' of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam of a one-dimesional an-_-!armonic 

lattice and gave an explanation emphasizing the discrete character 

of the system in terms of phonons, in contrast to the La'sus7:y's 

(2) 
Continuum Model.- 	In their work, the Korteweg-de Vries (FT') ecivatior 

is derived on the basis of a coherent state representatiOn for the 

interacting phonons, and it is explicitly shown that a soliton 

solution can be given a quantum mechanical interpretation as a 

coherent state of excited phonons in •the system. In the ,3resent 

note, we extend this work to a generalized one-dimensiona lattice 

vith an arbitrary degree of anharmonicity n and obtain a generalized 

equation that describes the system. The cuantum contelnt of the 

',Orte-soliton state is maintained as before. An expression for the 

effective mass of the soliton is alio given in terms of the degree n 

tnd the coupling g
n  of non-linearity. In this work, we shall mostly 

follow the  notation of reference (1). 

Ue consider a one-dimensional generalized anharmonic 

lattice with  N-particles eeually sr iced over a length L 	ITC described 

by the Hamiltonian 

2, 
H 	-45-PY1,91 + 

(n. r 	
4, 	--) 

'here si
vr 
 ;A
vr  are the displacement and velocity of the rt:-1 particle 

pith mass in, I? is the linear spring constant and g ) C tnea-cures 
n  

,ho strength of the non-linearity. Introducing the no:I-Kin-I_ node 
mansions 

r-.4 
r 	Jr) 

(1) 



 

kic
r  

2. 

  

 

Yl.‘, CO( it) 

  

(Z) 

?, 
w *) 

(6, ) 	a ) 
- k 	k 

e 

 

= re gives the posivaon of the rth particle. Now quantizi 

the system in the usual way, we obtain 

14= I-10 t  HI 

H0 = Z, 4‘43 ( k) 	 1/2-) 
fe  

1-1'= 6 Oat 	.-+k,)Vh f  
,k, 

X (a* ki-f-- 	6-  iti)(_*, 	ak). 
-- n  

N 	(11,-Qh 
6(k) 	, 

Y" ,-- 

)112' rk-) K 

(3) 

co2(k) 	 2 (e. ) 

( 	
)n. 

(3) 

cI 	o kp- 	 (4,' '< L ) ( f ) 
(gi yn- 2 

X fa(;41 )(Akj.....0(4= 	ek, 

42..4 [- 

2. 
	 (6) 

a h 	h,, =1 t2 ( k ) 	' z = 	
] 

 



Now we introduce, following Glauber 

of phonons 10(0 defined as: 

oe,
ait 1 cqz 	d k  0(0 .

12 
 

c,k) = x-10(-.16_pt 012) 	 (n_ath) 	1 ),„)  
Yl ---.: 10 	'blitz I. 

with average occupation number given by a Poisson distribution wit 

mean velue(rid=10/01. Thon the exi ecta Lion value of the dis-Jlecemellt 

is given by 	 Lkx. 
lri eek),k. 	id( 	r 

V (*) 
A. 	• (u x 
ryi.tah) 	-k 

Using the temporal evolution of the expectation values of the HeiLen73e1 

creation and destruction operators with respect to a coherent 3.-L.te, 

we obtain the equation of motion for the kth mode displacement y(.:): 

    

• • 

lj 	C°-(k) PA) — 	(MIT 
V 2._rr,,,A.  

4:(ko.-7h,)x 

A 	n (k, + - - - t  -1z,) 	(k.+ kl) C1) ( 1 ) • - CO( kin,) d (I? - - (k„) 
( '1) 

If we neglect the contributions from the large wave-number p7aonoras, 

we may approximate 4,  and (A) (eqns.(5) and (6))as 

(3) the coherent state 

where 



11. 

On 

1•1111." 

ek i  th2 	
x 

44_ 

X 	c0(kf) cc)(kz) - 

( 4z) 	 QS 	(4_ 
L 
 eka) 

5  ) 	( - 	e 2-  ) 7 '4) e- 	s 

the ecuation of motion (7) becomes 

>1.. 	 Yk/ 

1,4 	 1 1 	 f L 1 

ii10.4)+ 	
)d('z) Y• K5

L ( 	(2(:).kx 
2 

X 	6  
, kr, 	 (j)  

14 defining a new variable u(k,t) and its Fourier transform 

(A-(h,+ = i k 1(2,f-') 

	

u.(x,t)
j 	

(h t ) 	h  
triV-  p 

may Fourier transform Eqn.(8) into a non-linear differential 

uation which governs the dynamics of our generalizeC an-Aarmonic 

ttice: 

 

n-2- 
4 
	81e- 

  

X oL (uc(x,-4) = 0 
3k2 	 (9) 

is equation is a generalization of the Boussinesci e;:uatio;-_ and 

m be converted to the EAV type by using the reductive perturbation 

• 1  ( 4 	r  ) (4'  y„) (jr7,-- )y,  2 



5. 

method(4)  with the following e)pansion and s-.1.71ce-time resealing 
L-• 

w 	e 	+ 
C 2., 0.) 

6  ( v1:2-21 x 	) 

into the form 

- h_- 
(1 	 D 3 	) 	s e- 	2 ( 

(I) 	1 

 u. 	ss 
' 

— 
4 	

3 9 f 	ze,t 	o§ 

(10) 

- the generalized NdV equation. Hotice that 	 n = 3,4 

onerecovers the standard KdV ecjation and its ::ocAfied form for cuty 

and quartic non-linearities, re!pectively. 1Zeturnins to the 

variables, the above eejlation ( D), becomes 

1)-()c L) I" a  U 

)^, - 2 	 r. -A 2_0 
+_ .-i- 1 	le:L.22 11 ( i f7) -f- a 	s .„_.  _ 	ru (  x,ty) 	_..... 

24 	J K-3 	 VL 	2 . 	----)<- '- 	J 	--- 0 

The gonerFtlized KdV ec.uation adm.ts one soliton :::-)1-,;:tfon which is 

given by(3)  

2 

(A, 	 a)  (x,—b,,st) 

where 

GL y, 	(Y\-- 2-) 	sr, 
q 

br, (4 

It is easy to see that n = 3 rei)r)duces the res-,11t:: of Ichikawa 
(1) al 	. 



( 

4 
9 a  

n -2 Z.4,2 vt a 

-6- 
ark  

Finally, it is strn_g. tforlra...c_ to vt:rify 

tine o2-.:e-soli to-_-1 state given by Eouat: on (12 )± coherent 
• state of e;:citeci 	age 

as 

X e. 

with av3ra.,:c occu?atiori Ilut2ber ca .ho..casts 	 csi 1. 

	

7-:ere t'--e beta ft.,-xt-:.on .3 ( 	) 	en te2 s 	 Fot2rier 
transforn of t'ze one -selitOn solution: 

0. 
_i:izx.. 

u,(k,€) =_____A7  f t•( x ,E) e 	c 
L 

-co  

	

1/1 -1. 	-t: lz 	-5 E 	 i: k 4 	 r, 
	 --I 	7 

LTh 2,a_ e 

)r cz.77.)ic VI:C", 	ZIOrti C 

ZGLb 
co3eu 	(711'k/2,63) 	 ► sec: ( fk/24

,4
), 

aIso 	.•.;i:2ttte tlass 
associated pith a Jol!to:-.. 

P  

(1 

 

- 

  

2.61,y 
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M 	Cefi::ee as the effective - ?!Sc of 	 is 
n. 

2/ 	
(i5) 

L 
Yi 

ivirr a, e, 

6T:17,-) 	± ) 

.le 	t:-Ian.: Dr. 8.1-:.M.R.Chouel"Lry for ::.seful 

Ciscussontl. .le also wis71 to thank Pro'esscr 	Calam, 

the International htomic Energy and U= C,' 	:itality at the 

:OT P, Trieste w: ere this work was done. 
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